PROLYTE MAMMOTH TRUSS
The Prolyte M145RV Mammoth truss is the biggest truss ever constructed from aluminium and placed
the engineering team for several challenges. The final design of this truss not only reflects the Prolyte
philosophy of making user-friendly products, it also proves the unrivalled
technological knowledge and experience Prolyte has gained over the years.
Technical Specifications:
M145RV Mammoth truss measurements
Length
Main tubes (chords)
Braces
Coupling system
Weight
Allowable bending moment
Max. Allowable CPL

780mm wide, 1450mm height
2400mm and 4800mm sections
100 x 8mm
60x60x3 (side), 50x4 (bottom)
pin fork connection
52kg/m
580kNm
6400kg on 30m. Span

STAGE DEX EASY FRAME C
The Stage DEX EASY FRAME C can be used for flat stages as well as
raised platforms or bleachers. This makes the initial investment very
economic, since only one system has to be purchased for several types of
use. The very quick assembly also diminishes building times. The free
corridors, which can be created under the stage, allow for handy storage
space for your empties or are the ideal location for dimmer city or other
use.
Technical Specifications:
Max. Horizontal loading
Max. Lateral loading
Max. Stage height
Min. Stage height
Length

750 kg/m2
10% of horizontal load
270cm, Stage height variable in steps of 10cm
100cm, Stage height variable in steps of 10cm
Standard 100cm and 200cm sections

DOLLY for PROLYTE 30D TRUSS
The PRO-WHEELS 30D dolly consist of a set of 2 small dollies, used in combination with a hard
foam stacking form, that keeps the trusses safely secured and in place. Stacked up to 8 truss rows
high, the dollies and truss are fixed with a set of ratchet straps. It is ideal for any rental job and can
easily be store until they are needed during load out of the show.
Technical Specifications:
Dolly
Zinc plated dolly, incl. non-braked wheels
Measurement
530mm wide
Boomerang Carrier
Hard foam, anti-skidding carrier
Ratchet
Endless ratchet strap, 6m length
and 50mm
System Description
Each PRO-WHEELS-30D dolly consist of:
2-x
ACC-521
Zinc plated dolly, incl. non-braked wheels
2-14 x ACC-525
Hard foam, anti-skidding boomerange
Carrier
2x
RA-2T-600-OE Endless ratchet strap, 6m. length

